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SMETHWICK P.S.
World Champions
See also Page 8
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RECORDED LECTURE SERVICE
If your Club cannot afford live speakers, or
even if they can, there are lots of wonderful
CD shows you can hire, including 5
Volumes advising your Club members of
the standard required to achieve a PAGB
Award for Photographic Merit and even a
fantastic collection of pictures by holders of
the MPAGB.
Volume 4 of the Awards for Photographic Merit has
hundreds of pictures from successful CPAGB and DPAGB applicants from late 2014 and early 2015. It is bang
up to date with the standard required with loads of examples, including complete entries – some with scores. It
will fill an entire evening, in two halves, and makes a really great show, even for those members who are not
currently considering trying for an Award. (Vol 4 is not superceded by the further Vol 5 now available).
Not Quite Impossible – a tribute to holders of the MPAGB is less instructional and simply shows 500 pictures
from holders of the MPAGB, including pictures from all the recent successful applicants, (to April 2015), as well
as superb pictures from more senior photographers. This is a show that EVERY Club would enjoy!
Volume 5 of the Awards for Photographic Merit is only now available and also has hundreds of pictures from
successful CPAGB and DPAGB applicants from 2015. Once again it will fill a complete evening in two halves
and demonstrates the standard required for CPAGB and DPAGB. It even has a bonus section encouraging
Club members who may aspire to the MPAGB.
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DOUBLE APAGB PRESENTATION
John McVie and Simon Allen were both presented with their APAGB
certificates at the Inter-Club Print Championship in Ellesmere Port for their long
and valued service to the Scottish Federation and the PAGB, in particular the Print
Championship where they have both worked every year for the 19 years of its
existence. They were presented for a second time by the President od Dumfries
CC who made the nomination and are pictured at the Scottish showing of the FIAP
Biennial Colour Print Exhibition, hung in the Art Centre where the Club meets.

Simon Allen APAGB MPAGB EFIAP * Mick Durham MPAGB FRPS * John McVie APAGB DPAGB EFIAP

A FEW DAYS
left to enter the
2016 Sony World
Photography Awards
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Tickets now available to PAGB members for the UK’s favourite photography event

The Photograpy Show is an unmissable event for anyone who has a passion for taking
pictures. Visitors will be able to spend hours discovering the latest kit from 200 leading
brands, including Nikon, Canon, Panasonic and Fujifilm to name a few, plus some of
best deals in the market. They will be inspired by international photography heroes, learn
techniques and skills from the best photographers in the business and get plenty of
opportunity to practice during live demos. New features launching in 2016 include the
Wedding & Portrait and Product Demo Theatres, the Turning Pro Masterclass, and much
more.

Capture your creativity – join us at the NEC in March
A special discount is available for PAGB members.
Pay only £10.95 for adult entry tickets – quote PAGBTPS16.*
For more information, visit The Photography Show website or book tickets direct here.
*Pro photographers and members of the imaging industry can attend free if they register prior to the event – eligibility criteria apply.

Join us for an exciting weekend of events in and around the City of Photography
Birmingham has had its place in the world of photography since its inception, right through to the present, where taking and sharing is more popular
than ever. To showcase the city’s place in the photographic world, a fantastic line-up of events will be hosted by a range of organisations that support
Birmingham’s photographic community. Whether you’re looking to improve your photography, view some amazing exhibitions, or learn more about
the city through walks – there’s plenty that will be happening over the weekend. Lots more information at http://www.capturebirmingham.org/
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125 - NOT OUT!
A cricket score?
No - it’s a year of celebrations for one of the most successful Camera Clubs in Devon - which has been happily
flourishing since 1890 - the year Frank Meadows Sutcliffe’s Photographic career was just starting out! Since
then, Exeter Camera Club has proudly been “ploughing their own furrow”!
What exactly is it that makes this club so successful (and which still provides what the amateur photographer
wants) after such a long time - particularly as competitions are pretty much shunned? Let me divulge!
With a membership of some 130 and a waiting list of about 30 - if it isn’t an endless round of competitions each
month, what is their secret? Quite simply, the committee places an emphasis on inspiring their members rather
than intimidating them! We ensure in our programme that the more popular genres like Landscape, Portraiture,
Black and White and Natural History are satisfied when booking speakers and we find more unusual speakers
by seeking guidance from our members.
This innovative method of programming has led to an exciting, stimulating selection of topics, and an
extraordinarily interactive membership. So much so, that each season the members themselves take turns to
host an evening in whatever format they chose, prints, DPIs or AVs.
Interlace these evenings with Image Discussions, ‘Decisive Moments’ when challenges are extended for
members to interpret themes such as ‘Bokah’, Astro photography, and Street Photography. Check out our
website to see what I mean. If that’s not enough - why not join one of our three Special Interest groups which
meet once a month on a non-club evening?
http://www.exetercameraclub.co.uk/info.html
But true to the word ‘Club’, ECC is also VERY sociable! It kicks off at the start of the club season with a Cheese
and Wine gathering, carries on to a full sit-down Christmas meal (catered for by various keen-cook members)
and culminates in the Grand Barbecue where farmer David Snowden, our Vice President, generously entertains
the club in his “backyard’ with multiple roast different meats and tables are loaded with accompaniments whilst
the ladies of the club have beavered away and produced a mouthwatering array of puddings! Oh - nearly forgot!
There’s loads to drink at all these events!
2015 saw ECC dipping their toes into the shark-infested waters of external
Competitions, although we had entered the Devon Club’s Battle before,
where five members, of various clubs, are challenged to produce a body of
work consisting of five images on a theme. Members were duly recruited,
and they worked assiduously to create a panel of ‘Film Noir’ images. Their
level of perfectionism was truly impressive! Hardly a surprise then, when
they won the competition in this, our special year!
More recently, the club was delighted to be invited by the WCPF to represent
them at the PAGB Inter-Club Print Championships held in Ellesmere Port.
Four ECC members shared a car on the 510 round trip to and from the venue. Imagine how pleased they were
to come 18th out of 37 competing clubs in the first round. Not quite high enough to gain inclusion in the second
round - but the score assured them an entry to the Plate competition, together with Dorchester. In this round,
they came 10th, and were especially pleased when Susan Brown’s print ‘Shaped Groynes’ achieved 15 points
in both rounds, and was finally awarded a Gold medal! Programme Secretary John Baker’s image ‘The Race’
was awarded a very creditable 14 points!
A justifiably excited foursome came back to Exeter with a fulsome tale of what had happened! Look out north
of Birmingham - ECC are fired up for next
year
“now that
they know what they’re doing”!
The
winning
tem!
October 25th 2015 was the culmination of our 125th anniversary, marked by an Exhibition of images at Exeter
Guildhall, charting the club’s progress through the years with an array of members’ prints adorning the room.
Officially opened by the the Right Worshipful the Lord Mayor of Exeter, it was also attended by VIP guests
including the Lord Lieutenant of Devon.
The opening of the Exhibition coincided with the start of the
Remembrance celebrations, which culminated with a march through Exeter city centre and ended with a shower
of poppy petals making a grand and fitting end to this club’s anniversary year, and a sobering event when our
veterans of several wars were commemorated.
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Finally, as though all these exciting happening in 2015 weren’t enough - a coffee table book is being produced,
showcasing one image from each and every member of the club! A superb memento and, in itself, an historical
document, adding to the ongoing “story of Exeter Camera Club” in the years to come!
I’m glad to say, nothing will change at ECC!
The great success of this year will not cause
anything to be altered in the forthcoming
season. The club will continue to encourage
photographers to ENJOY their hobby, while
striving to improve what they do with mutual
appraisals of their work, encouragement and
inspiration!
Ann Owens

The Race by John Baker

AWARDS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
MERIT IN AUDIO VISUAL
We might be able to take one more entrant
for the two day Adjudication in May 2016
Those of you who have already entered
will be notified of their Assessment Day either Saturday 21 May or Sunday 22 May
- when the APM Secretary, Leo Rich, emails your Entry Packs in early February.
There will be lots of CPAGB, a few DPAGB and
even an MPAGB to see. Watch out for a ticket
notice in a future e-news.
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THE FIAP WORLD CUP 2015
UK Clubs dominate the World Cup
First Four Places and 5 in the Top 10!

Did you see Smethwick’s winning entry on Page 2?

http://www.gazette-news.co.uk/news/14134324.Photographer_wins_highest_honour_for_his_series_of_stunning_images/?ref=fbshr

Click on a photo to read the full article
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LAST FEW DAYS . . . .

Whilst this not an official PAGB Group there are some interesting discussions if you are a Facebook user.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/UKPhotography/
and another

https://www.facebook.com/groups/photodistinctions/
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INTER-CLUB PRINT
CHAMPIONSHIP 2015

1

1 The Chairman
chatting, Libby
Smith stifling a
yawn
2
3

2 Rod reading as the
judges look on.

3 Rod and Roy
Thomas, the PAGB
President.
4

4 Most of the Print
Handling team
choosing the
“Backroom
Award”
Maybeth Jamieson, Tina
Lavender, Ian Newton,
John McVie, Shirley
Wilson, Sandra McNeil
and Simon Allen.

5 The judges in
action choosing
their Individual
Awards.
6 The judges in
more action
choosing their
Individual Awards

5

7 Gabriel
O’Shaughnessy

6/7

MFIAP FIPF FRPS EFIAP/b

Phil Charnock
MFIAP FRPS

Richard Walton
MPAGB EFIAP FRPS.
All pictures by Gwen Charnock
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Zebra in a Sea of Wildebeest

Alan Walker

Keswick PS
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Duncan Hill Award

THE SONY INTER-FEDERATION ANNUAL EXHIBITION 2015
This fourth opening of the PAGB/Sony exhibition, attended by over 80 L&CPU club members, took
place on Saturday 12th December 2015. PAGB President, Roy Thomas opened the Exhibition and
presented the Trophies to the L&CPU and medals & certificates to the individual winners. He also
presented the certificates for the new GB Trophy and the L&CPU Annual Awards
150 prints are displayed in the main gallery, a superb environment with excellent lighting, and it is
certainly worth the journey to Birkenhead to see the best of British Amateur Photography in 2015. The
Exhibition is open until 17 January 2016 so you don’t have much time.
Williamson Art Gallery & Museum, Slatey Road, Birkenhead, CH43 4UE arts@williamsonartgallery.org
Opening Hours. Wednesday - Sunday: 10am - 5pm, Closed: Mondays, Tuesdays and Bank Holidays
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< Get to this if you can
DID YOU MISS THE GREAT
PAGB DISCOUNT OFFER
FROM
PROJECTORPOINT.CO.UK
ON THE
CANON XEED WUX500
IN e-news 152 ?
CLICK ON THE PICTURE

http://www.projectorpoint.co.uk/projectors/ca
non-projectors/canon-xeed-wux500.html

Andy Beel FRPS, a regular e-news
advertiser, has new talks for camera
clubs –

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR - 2016

https://andybeelfrps.wordpress.com/

<< A great opportunity
for those of you in Clubs
who are dabbling with
pictures to music.

http://www.bridgendcameraclub.co.uk/5to8Comp.html

Photo Harmony AVs
are encouraged
for the PAGB Awards
for Photographic
Merit and this could be
your opportunity to see
how good you are!
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